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H I G H L I G H T
c Interspecific mutualism raises a collective action problem: why cooperate?
c Punishment is not possible when one cannot discriminate cooperators from defectors.
c Assume that two groups of individuals trade non-linear goods.
c In this case mutualism is maintained by the exchange of these goods alone.
c Punishment is only necessary if benefits are linear (the N-person prisoner’s dilemma).
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The existence of cooperation between species raises a fundamental problem for evolutionary theory.

Why provide costly services to another species if the feedback of this provision also happens to benefit

intra-specific competitors that provide no service? Rewarding cooperators and punishing defectors can

help maintain mutualism; this is not possible, however, when one can only respond to the collective

action of one’s partners, which is likely to be the case in many common symbioses. We show how the

theory of public goods can explain the stability of mutualism when discrimination between cooperators

and defectors is not possible: if two groups of individuals trade goods that are non-linear, increasing

functions of the number of contributions, their mutualistic interaction is maintained by the exchange of

these public goods, even when it is not possible to punish defectors, which can persist at relatively high

frequencies. This provides a theoretical justification and testable predictions for the evolution of

mutualism in the absence of discrimination mechanisms.

& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

1.1. The collective action problem in mutualistic interactions

without dicrimination

A host and a symbiont can cooperate if they have a shared
interest, for example if the symbiont is transmitted vertically
from parent to offspring. Many mutualisms, however, involve
multiple, non-clonal symbionts per host, or horizontal transmis-
sion of symbionts among unrelated host individuals (Frank,
1996). In this case, a collective action problem (Olson, 1965)
arises: while the symbionts as a group could obtain more
resources by the prudent exploitation of the host, each symbiont
is selected to pursue its own short-term interest to increase its
ll rights reserved.

aesar.elte.hu (I. Scheuring).
fitness, at the expense of the other symbionts and of the host, a
problem analogous to the ‘‘tragedy of the commons’’ (Hardin,
1968) arising in the exploitation of common pool resources
(Ostrom, 1990). What prevents an individual symbiont from
free-riding on the contributions of the other symbionts?

Most of the literature on mutualism has focused on punish-
ment as a way to maintain cooperation between species. Punish-
ing non-cooperative partners or rewarding cooperative ones can
help solve the problem (Clutton-Brock and Parker, 1995) if the
behaviour of the partners can be observed (Fig. 1a). The potential
for discrimination has been described in certain rhizobia (Kiers
et al., 2003) and mycorrhizal fungi (Kiers et al., 2011). While it is
difficult to prove the absence of punishment in other systems (but
for rhizobia see, for example, Heath and Tiffin, 2009), it stands to
reason that in some cases discrimination may not be possible and
one may only be able to react to the collective action of its
partners (Fig. 1b), either because there is no way to detect the
behaviour (or its effects) of individual partners or because the
differences between cooperators and non-cooperators are too
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Fig. 1. Mutualism and non-linear public goods. Cooperators (C) contribute to the benefit provided to the other species (vertical arrows), while defectors (D) do not (vertical

truncated lines). If an individual can observe the action of its partners (a), he can reward the cooperative partners and punish the non-cooperative ones. If one can only

observe the collective behaviour of the partners (b), however, or if each species can only observe each other’s collective behaviour (c), discrimination is not possible and the

benefit is a public good, which is distributed equally among cooperators and defectors. (d) The benefit provided by species 2 to species 1 is a function (dots) of the number i

of cooperators in species 2 and of the benefit received from species 1 (which is a function of the frequency of cooperators in species 1, x1). If the benefit is linear (si-0), the

only stable equilibrium in sizeable groups is complete defection (the N-person prisoner’s dilemma) unless defectors pay a sanction. If the benefit is non-linear (here

si¼0.8), however, cooperators and defectors can coexist at a mixed equilibrium in the absence of sanctions. Non-linear benefits can be approximated by a step function

(si-N). Circles denote stable (black) and unstable (gray) equilibria; horizontal arrows show the dynamics; the black curves show the fitness of a cooperator (full line) and

of a defector (dashed line) of species 2 as a function of the frequency of cooperators in species 2, (x2). bi¼1, ci¼0.1, Ni¼20, ki¼10, x1¼1.
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small to be detected (for rhizobia see Kiers et al., 2006). It is of
interest, therefore, to understand how mutualism could evolve in
the absence of discrimination mechanisms. We argue that mutu-
alism is possible without punishment and that, even when
punishment is possible, it is not necessary to maintain mutualism.
Our analysis and results describe and justify these claims.

1.2. Rationale of the solution: non-linear benefits

Consider multiple symbionts colonising a single host. The
symbionts provide a benefit to the host, which reciprocates by
conferring a benefit to the symbionts. If the host is not able to
discriminate among cooperators and defectors in the symbiont
species, the benefit received from the host is a public good that is
enjoyed equally by cooperative and non-cooperative symbionts.
In a linear public goods game (PGG), the sum of the individual
contributions c is multiplied by a reward factor r, which is
redistributed (via the host’s feedback) evenly to cooperators and
defectors (thus b¼rc is the net benefit of the public good). In a
well-mixed population (averaging over all possible groups), if
r4N there is no conflict and cooperators go to fixation (‘‘by-
product mutualism’’); for reasonable values of the reward factor
and of group size, however, roN and the game is an N-person
prisoner’s dilemma (NPD), in which defectors go to fixation
(Fig. 1d) in the absence of discrimination between cooperators
and defectors.

Most interactions in nature (and public goods in particular –
see Discussion), however, have non-linear dynamics, in which
case the scenario described above no longer applies (Fig. 1d). Our
claim is that if benefits are non-linear and monotonically increas-
ing in the frequency of cooperators (specifically, sigmoid, which is
a common feature of benefits in biology, as we will discuss),
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mutualism can persist at high frequency for reasonable values of r

and N in the absence of discrimination. While evolutionary game
theory has generally focused on the linear PGG (the NPD) the
importance of non-linearities in the dynamics of social interac-
tions has long been recognised (Cohen and Eshel, 1976; Matessi
and Jayakar, 1976). The simplest cases are PGGs with discounting
or synergistic effects (Motro, 1991; Hauert et al., 2006). Recent
evolutionary game theory has focused on threshold PGGs (Souza
et al., 2009; Archetti, 2009a; 2009b; Boza and Számadó, 2010) or
threshold-linear PGGs (Pacheco et al., 2009). The study of thresh-
old PGGs has a long tradition in economic game theory
(Samuelson, 1954; Palfrey and Rosenthal 1984; Bergstrom et al.,
1986; Myatt and Wallace, 2009). Threshold and discounting or
synergistic PGGs are special cases of a more general PGG in which
the benefit is a sigmoid function of the frequency of cooperators
(the benefit is synergistic before and discounting after a certain
threshold) (Archetti and Scheuring, 2011; Deng and Chu, 2011).
All these models (for a review see Archetti et al., 2011; Archetti
and Scheuring, 2012) have been used to analyse intra-specific
cooperation, that is, collective action problems arising within one
group, with no implications for mutualism or interactions
between groups.

Here, we depart from the usual economic and evolutionary
approach by analysing the more complex scenario of two simul-
taneous PGGs, that is, the interaction between multiple indivi-
duals of two groups trading public goods (Fig. 1c), which is
relevant for the problem of interspecific mutualism. We will
show that the mutual exchange of non-linear public goods
stabilizes a mutualistic interaction between multiple partners in
the absence of discrimination.

Because non-linear (sigmoid) benefits are likely to be the rule
in nature, our claim may applies to most, if not all, mutualisms.
Most described mutualisms are cases of one host and multiple
symbionts (Fig. 1b), for example a squid and its bioluminescent
bacteria (Nyholm and McFall-Ngai, 2004), an aphid and its gut
bacteria (Oliver et al., 2010), a termite and its gut protozoa
(Breznak and Brune, 1994) (and arguably all host–microbiome
symbioses), a lycaenid caterpillar and its tending ants (Pierce
et al., 1987), an aphid and its tending ants (Buckley, 1987), a plant
and its seed or pollen dispersers (Howe and Smallwood, 1982).
This is only a special case of our analysis, however, which
describes the problem that arises in interactions between multi-
ple individuals of two species (Fig. 1c). This is often the case in
microbes, for example in the symbiosis microalgae establish with
fungi (lichens) (Honegger, 1991) and bacteria (Watanabe et al.,
2005), multispecies microbial mutualisms on coral reefs
(Knowlton and Rohwer, 2003), or in laboratory bacterial commu-
nities (Harcombe, 2010). Bacteria often rely on metabolites
diffusing from other microbes (i.e., cross-feed) (Schink, 1997,
2002). While in some cases these are by-products of the partner
species, it has been shown recently that selection can drive
bacteria to produce costly resources to increase the growth of a
partner species (Harcombe, 2010). Because these molecules
diffuse and it is not possible to discriminate between producers
and non-producers, clearly one species can only react to the
outcome of the collective behaviour of its partners. We show how
these symbioses can be maintained in the absence of discrimina-
tion mechanisms.
2. Results

2.1. The two-species, N-player public goods game

Individuals of species 1 and 2 are selected at random from the
population and form groups of size N1 and N2 respectively, with
no spatial structure and no assortment of any kind. In both
species, cooperators pay a cost, c1 and c2 respectively in species
1 and 2 (both 40) that defectors do not pay. Species l receives a
public good bm-l from species m (with l,m¼1,2, lam), which is a
function of the frequency of cooperators in species m (Fig. 1c).
Furthermore, it is reasonable to assume that the benefit received
by species m from species l is also a function of the benefit
received by species l from species m itself, as a species’ ability to
confer a positive feedback to the partner species depends on its
own fitness. Specifically, we assume that these benefits are
multiplicative.

A collective action problem arises because, while a cooperator
increases the public good transferred to the partner species, this
public good is costly to produce and its feedback is redistributed
equally to both cooperators and defectors. In this situation, a
defector needs jþ1 cooperators to achieve the same benefit that a
cooperator achieves with j other cooperators, therefore the fitness
functions of a cooperator (C) and of a defector (D) in species m

are, respectively

W mð Þ
C ¼W ðmÞ

0 þbmHl xlð Þ
XNm�1

j ¼ 0

f j,Nm�1 xmð Þbm-l jþ1ð Þ�cm

W mð Þ
D ¼W mð Þ

0 þbmHl xlð Þ
XNm�1

j ¼ 0

f j,Nm�1 xmÞbm-l jð Þ
�

where W ðmÞ
0 are the baseline fitnesses; bm-l is the benefit from

species m to l if there are j cooperators among Nm�1 individuals;
bl-m has an analogous meaning;

Hl xlð Þ ¼
XNl

i ¼ 1

f i,Nl
ðxlÞbl-m ið Þ

is the average benefit received from the other species (which is a
function of the frequency of cooperators in the other species), and
fi,Z(y) is the probability that i out of Z individuals are cooperators
when y is the probability of being a cooperator. In an infinite,
well-mixed population this is given by the probability mass
function of a binomially distributed random variable with para-
meters (Z, y), that is

f i,Z yð Þ ¼
Z

i

� �
yi 1�yð Þ

Z�i

The parameter bm is the maximal net benefits for an individual
of species m, with cmobm. The benefit function we use is the
normalised logistic function:

bm-l ið Þ ¼
L i,km,smð Þ�L 0,km,smð Þ

L N,km,smð Þ�L 0,km,smð Þ

where

L i,km,smð Þ ¼
1

1þe�sm i�kmð Þ

which is strictly increasing in the number of cooperators; the
parameter km controls the position of the inflection point and the
parameter sm controls the steepness of the function at the inflection
point (the synergistic effect of cooperation). This function implies
that the public good is a saturating function of the number of
cooperators when the frequency of cooperators is high (i.e. the
benefit is discounting) and an accelerating function when the
frequency is low (i.e. the benefit is synergistic); it can give strictly
increasing returns (synergistic benefits) for km-N and strictly
diminishing returns (saturating benefits) for km-0; it can be
used to model a step function (a threshold public goods game)
with sm-N and a linear function (the N-person prisoner’s
dilemma) with sm-0. Note again that the benefit term does not
imply any reward or sanction because it is directed indiscriminately
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towards all members of the other species, both defectors and
cooperators.

The evolution of cooperators in species 1 and 2 is described
respectively by

_x1 ¼ x1ð1�x1Þ½W
ð1Þ
C �W ð1Þ

D �=W
ð1Þ

_x2 ¼ x2ð1�x2Þ½W
ð2Þ
C �W ð2Þ

D �=W
ð2Þ

where W
ðiÞ
¼W ðiÞ

C xiþW ðiÞ
D ð1�xiÞ is the average fitness of species i.

Note that because we study interactions between two species,
generally W

ð1Þ
aW

ð2Þ
, and we cannot neglect denominators

(Hofbauer and Sigmund, 1998; Maynard Smith, 1982).

2.2. Threshold public goods

2.2.1. Two species, N players

When the public good is a steep sigmoid function of the
contributions, we can approximate it to a step function (sm-N): a
fixed value of the public good is produced if at least km individuals
cooperate. The advantage of using a step function is that the fixed
points and their stability can be studied analytically. As we show in
Appendix A, if the public good is a step function of the number of
cooperators, a stable mixed equilibrium generally exists, in which
cooperators and defectors coexist in both species (Fig. 2). While
defectors persist in the population at relatively high frequencies, the
mutualism is maintained by the very non-linearity of the public
goods, with no need of discrimination between cooperators and
defectors. This mixed equilibrium exists for critical values of r that
are much lower, and for group sizes N that are much larger, than in
the linear case (Fig. 3). Compared to the case of linear benefits, the
minimum reward and the maximum group size that can sustain a
mutualism without discrimination can increase up to two orders of
magnitude with non-linear benefits (Fig. 3); for example, in the case
N2¼1, N141 (one host, multiple symbionts), when r1¼10 coopera-
tion persists only for N1o10 if benefits are linear, while it can persist
for N1E70 if the public good is a step function with k1¼N1/2, and
for N1E200 if k1¼N1/10 or k1¼0.9N1; for N1¼100, cooperation
Fig. 2. Stability of mutualism without discrimination. In the absence of sanctions, if the

as a stable coexistence of cooperators and defectors (inner black circles). The zero cline

dynamics (arrows) and the equilibria (gray dots: unstable; black dots: stable) are shown

c1¼c2¼0.1, W0¼10. (a) the public goods traded by species l to species m (bl-m) are sig

cooperator (WC
(i), continuous line) and for a defector (WD

(i), dashed line) are shown as a

bottom right); (b) a threshold public good (sm-N, N1¼10, k1¼6, N2¼10, k2¼4). (c) the

a group exchanges a public good with one individual of a different species (sm-N,

N1¼N2¼1, k1¼k2¼1; the stag hunt game). (For interpretation of the references to colo
persists only for r1Z100 if benefits are linear, while r1 can be as low
as 12.5 if the public good is a step function with k1¼N1/2, and as low
as 6.7 if benefits are a step function with k1¼N1/10 or k1¼0.9N1. In
the case N241, N141 (multiple partners in both species) results are
similar (Fig. 3).

2.2.2. One species N players

The logic of the existence of a polymorphic equilibrium in
2-species, non-linear PGGs can be understood more easily if we
consider the degenerate case N1¼k1¼1 N241 and N2Zk2 that is
when the interaction is between one individual only of species 1 (the
host) and multiple individuals (the symbionts) of species 2: the
symbionts face a collective action problem for the production of a
good that is traded with the host; if this good is produced, the host in
turn provides a public good to the symbionts (cooperators
and defectors alike, without discrimination). The game becomes a
public goods game played by the N2 individuals (the symbionts) of
species 2, while the host (species 1) can be thought of as the external
authority that grants the public good to species 1 (Fig. 1b) if the host
is a cooperator (x1¼1), or not if the host is a defector (x1¼0).

Using the results derived for the general game in the section
above, it is straightforward to show that three of the four trivial
fixed points (xn

1 ¼ xn

2 ¼ 1; xn

1 ¼ 0,xn

2 ¼ 1; xn

1 ¼ 1,xn

2 ¼ 0) are unstable,
while the last, non-cooperative one (xn

1 ¼ 0,xn
2 ¼ 0) fixed point

remains stable (Appendix B). In the (even more) degenerate case
N1¼N2¼1 the game becomes a Stag Hunt game (Appendix C).

Studying these simpler cases of the threshold PGG is useful to
understand the logic of the results: in this case, if k or more other
individuals cooperate, the cost of cooperating is wasted because
the public good would be produced anyway; if less than k�1
other individuals cooperate, the cost of cooperation is also
wasted, because the public good would not be produced anyway.
If k�1 other individuals cooperate, instead, the best strategy is to
cooperate. An individual will find it profitable to cooperate,
therefore, when his contribution is pivotal for the production of
the public good that is at intermediate frequencies of cooperation
(Fig. 1d). The result is that the best strategy is to cooperate with a
public goods exchanged are non-linear, cooperation between two species persists

s (black line: _x1 ¼ 0; red (online; gray in print) line: _x2 ¼ 0), the vector field of the

as a function of the frequency (xi in species i) of cooperators. In all cases b1¼b2¼1,

moid functions (top right plot; si¼1, N1¼10, k1¼6, N2¼10, k2¼4); the payoff for a

function of x1 when x2¼1 (i¼1, top left) or as a function of x2 when x1¼1 (i¼2,

public goods approach a linear function (sm¼0.3, N1¼10, k1¼6, N2¼10, k2¼4). (d)

N1¼1, N2¼10, k1¼1, k2¼4). (e) two individuals exchange public goods (sm-N,

ur in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



Fig. 3. Non-linear benefits allow mutualism between large groups and for high costs without punishment. (a) The minimum value of the enhancement factor r1 (¼b1/c1)

that allows cooperation to persist in a mutualism between N1 individuals of species 1 and N2 individuals of species 2 (Ni¼N1¼N2) when discrimination between

cooperators and defectors (and therefore punishment) is not possible. If the public good is a linear function of the individual contributions (the NPD) cooperation without

punishment is only possible for r14N1, that is unrealistic values of r are necessary to maintain mutualism in sizeable groups. If the public good is non-linear (here a step

function with threshold ki¼k1¼k2), instead, the critical group size can be much higher and the critical enhancement factor much lower. (b) The frequency of cooperators at

equilibrium for different values of ki and ri as a function of Ni (i¼1,2).
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probability, which, as we have seen, depends on the cost/benefit
ratio and group size.

2.3. The logistic public goods game

2.3.1. Two species, N players

While analytical results similar to the ones derived for the step
function (section 2.2) are not possible if the benefit is a logistic
function, the logic of threshold PGGs applies to more general non-
linear PGGs (Fig. 1d) and numerical results obtained using the
step function are similar to the results obtained using the
sigmoid, logistic function (Fig. 2): we can have up to 10 equilibria
(Fig. 2), including, always, a stable equilibrium of full defection.
The mixed equilibrium in which cooperators and defectors coex-
ist must originate from the unstable equilibrium made by all
cooperators or, alternatively, from the non-cooperative equili-
brium by introducing random fluctuations (as Fig. 2 shows, the
system reaches the stable inner fixed point if the frequency of
cooperators is above the critical level defined by the separatrix
belonging to the inner unstable fixed points), or some form of
positive assortment due for example to limited dispersal (which
are however not necessary to maintain the polymorphism).

The value of ki (the threshold in PGGs where the benefit is a
step function, the inflection point in PGGs where the benefit is a
sigmoid function) affects the position of the mixed equilibrium.
When ki¼1 the system is a simple model of discounting benefits
(the benefit increases steeply immediately with the frequency of
contributors, before reaching a plateau), while ki¼Ni is a model of
synergistic benefits, and behaves slightly differently (Fig. 4):
when k1¼k2¼1, polymorphic coexistence is possible (Fig. 4g);
when k1¼1, k2¼N2, pure cooperation in species 2 can be stable
with a mixture of cooperators and defectors in species 1 (Fig. 4h);
when ki¼Ni, there are two equilibria, one in which everybody
cooperates and one in which nobody does (Fig. 4i). More in
general (Fig. 3) the parameter space for existence of the mixed
equilibrium increases as ki tends towards 1 or Ni.

Cooperation in 2-species, N-player interactions, therefore, can
persist for relatively high costs and in large groups (Fig. 3), in the
absence of discrimination between cooperators and defectors if
the benefits of the public goods traded by the two species are
non-linear. As it has been notice previously, the step function is
only an extreme case of non-linearity (sigmoid benefits with high
s) and the saturating function (discounting benefits) is also a
specific case of sigmoid function (with low k); in all cases very
similar results hold; all these results are very different from the
results obtained using a linear benefit function.

2.4. Punishment

While our main aim was to show that mutualism is possible
without punishment, discrimination between cooperators and
defectors (and therefore punishment) can be introduced in the
model easily by assuming that defectors of species l suffer a cost
(due to sanctions the host applies to them) dl, while cooperators
do not suffer any additional cost. Introducing a sanction for
defectors makes the game one of no conflict (Appendix D), in
which cooperators go to fixation. As we have shown in the
previous sections, however, punishment is necessary to maintain
mutualism only in the special case of the NPD (linear benefits).
3. Empirical tests

The results we have shown reveal also how to distinguish
empirically a mutualism maintained by punishment from one
maintained by the mutual exchange of (non-linear) public goods.

First, in a mutualism maintained by punishment, defectors
persist at very low frequencies, in mutation-selection balance;
note that this does not require that defectors be always detected
and punished, which seems reasonable (Kiers et al., 2006). In a
mutualism maintained by the exchange of non-linear public
goods, instead, the frequency of defectors can be very high; it is
straightforward to predict this frequency from the model if the
costs and benefits are known. While some studies that report the
production and exchange of public goods have shown a high
frequency of defectors (Kiers et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2010; Barrett
et al., 2011), we need an extensive survey in more mutualisms.

Second, an empirical analysis of the shape of the benefit would
reveal that this benefit is a linear or almost linear function of the
individual contributions in mutualisms maintained by punishment;



Fig. 4. Evolution of mutualism in non-linear public goods games. The zero clines (black line _x1 ¼ 0, red (online; gray in print) line _x2 ¼ 0), the vector field of the dynamics

(arrows) and the unstable (gray dots) and stable (black dots) equilibria when the public good exchanged by the two species are non-linear functions of the frequency (xi in

species i) of contributors: (a–c), (g–i) a step function (sm-N); (d–f) a more general sigmoid function. A stable coexistence of cooperators and defectors in the two species

is possible when the public good is a step function of the individual contributions (a: b1¼3, b2¼4: one internal stable equilibrium) unless the benefit is too low (b:

b1¼0.71, b2¼0.61: only one internal unstable equilibrium; c: b1¼0.6, b2¼0.5: no internal equilibria) or when then public good is a sigmoid function of the contributions

(d: b1¼3, b2¼4, sm¼10, e: b1¼3, b2¼4, sm¼1), unless it approaches a linear function (f: b1¼3, b2¼4, sm¼0.5). When only one (ki¼1) or all (ki¼N) contributions are

necessary (g–i) coexistence is possible (g: k1¼k2¼1), pure cooperation in one species can be stable with a mixture of cooperators and defectors in the partner species (h:

k1¼1 and k2¼N2), and stable fixed points made of pure cooperation or non-cooperation (i: k1¼N1 k2¼N2) are possible. (a–f: c1¼c2¼0.1, N1¼12, k1¼5, N2¼10, k2¼4,

W0¼10; g–i: c1¼c2¼1, b1¼b2¼4, N1¼5, N2¼6, W0¼10). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of

this article.)
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if the benefit is non-linear instead, as we have shown, the
mutualism is maintained by the trade of the public goods, with
no need of discrimination. As we have discussed, non-linear
benefits (in particular sigmoid or saturating benefits) are expected
to be the rule in nature; few attempts (the ones cited above) have
been made, however, to actually measure the shape of the benefit
function in mutualisms. The costs and benefits of the approach
presented here have a straightforward interpretation and can be
manipulated effectively using recent empirical model systems (for
example see Chuang et al., 2010).

Third, as we have shown, if benefits are sigmoid, there is a
typically a critical value of the frequency of contributors (the
unstable equilibrium) below which the system evolves to the
stable equilibrium in which nobody contributes. This unstable
equilibrium does not exist in the case of linear benefits with
punishment. Therefore we expect that in a mutualism maintained
by punishment, if we reduce drastically the frequency of con-
tributors, this will evolve back to the original state, whereas the
same experiment in a system maintained by the non-linearity of
benefits would lead to the extinction of the cooperative type and
to the collapse of the mutualism.
4. Conclusions

The problem of the production of public goods within a group,
like most problems of cooperation in biology, can be considered a
‘‘multilevel selection’’ problem (Frank, 2010) (unless group size
approaches population size), and this is the case for our model
too. However, while most evolutionary models emphasise the
different levels of selection and decompose fitness according to
the individual or group level, this is not necessary in our model, as
in most game theoretic models of PGGs in economics. Our
approach is more similar to the economic approach (Archetti
et al., 2011) and, as we have shown here, it can be also applied to
study the exchange of public goods between species.

In summary, the most important result that arises from the study
of PGGs is that when benefits are non-linear (a monotonically
increasing, saturating function of the number of contributors),
mutualism is stable for values of c and N up to two orders of
magnitude greater than in linear PGGs (Fig. 3). If the benefit of the
public goods traded by the two species is a non-linear saturating
function of the individual contributions, cooperators and defectors
can coexist in sizeable groups, in the absence of assortment and of
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discrimination mechanisms. The relevance of our results depends,
therefore, on how general non-linear benefits are in nature.

Examples of sigmoid benefit functions have been reported for
cooperative hunting (Packer et al., 1990; Stander, 1991; Creel,
1997; Bednarz, 1988; Yip et al., 2008) and cooperative nesting
(Rabenold, 1984) in vertebrates and for the production of diffu-
sible enzymes in microbes, for example adhesive polymers
(Rainey and Rainey, 2003) and antibiotic resistance in bacteria
(Lee et al., 2010). This is likely to be a common feature of public
goods in microbes, as the effect of enzyme production is generally
a saturating function of its concentration (Hemker and Hemker,
1969), more specifically, a sigmoid function (Ricard and Noat,
1986); in certain cases, if a metabolic pathway is controlled by
signal metabolites through an enzyme cascade, the final product
follows a highly non-linear switch-on switch-off behaviour that
resembles a step function (Mendes, 1997; Eungdamrong and
Iyengar, 2004). Saturating benefits, and in particular sigmoid
benefits, therefore are probably the rule in nature. In fact, while
most theory has been developed assuming linear benefits we do
not know of any example of linear benefits in nature.

We have shown that if benefits are non-linear, mutualism can
be maintained in well-mixed population without punishing the
free riders. Even if sanctions against defectors (or rewards for
cooperators) are possible and cannot be ruled out, they are by no
means necessary to maintain mutualism.
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Appendix A. Two species, N players, threshold PGG

Individuals of species 1 and 2 are selected at random from the
population and form groups of size N1 and N2 respectively, with no
assortment. In both species, cooperators pay a cost, c1 and c2

respectively in species 1 and 2 (both 40). The fitness functions of
a cooperator (C) and of a defector (D) in species m are, respectively

W ðmÞ
C ¼W ðmÞ

0 þbmHl xlð Þ
XNm�1

j ¼ 0

f j,Nm�1ðxmÞbm-lðjþ1Þ�cm

W ðmÞ
D ¼W ðmÞ

0 þbmHl xlð Þ
XNm�1

j ¼ 0

f j,Nm�1ðxmÞbm-lðjÞ

ð1Þ

where W ðmÞ
0 are the baseline fitnesses;

Hl xlð Þ ¼
XNl

i ¼ 1

f i,Nl
ðxlÞbl-m ið Þ

and

f i,Z yð Þ ¼
Z

i

� �
yi 1�yð Þ

Z�i

The parameter bm is the maximal net benefits for an individual
of species m, with cmobm. The evolution of cooperators in species
1 and 2 is described respectively by

_x1 ¼ x1ð1�x1Þ½W
ð1Þ
C �W ð1Þ

D �=W
ð1Þ

_x2 ¼ x2ð1�x2Þ½W
ð2Þ
C �W ð2Þ

D �=W
ð2Þ

ð2Þ
where W
ðiÞ
¼W ðiÞ

C xiþW ðiÞ
D ð1�xiÞ is the average fitness of species i. If

the benefit function is a step function (sm-N) it can be written as

bm-l imð Þ ¼
1 if imZkm

0 if imokm

(

that is, a benefit for species m is produced if and only if there are at
least kl cooperators in species l; these cooperators, however,
produce a benefit for species m only if there are at least km

cooperators in species m. Substituting (1) into (2) we get

_x1 ¼ x1 1�x1ð Þ½b1H2 x2ð ÞG1 x1ð Þ�c1�=W
ð1Þ

_x2 ¼ x2 1�x2ð Þ½b2H1 x1ð ÞG2 x2ð Þ�c2�=W
ð2Þ ð3Þ

where, with i¼1,2,

Gi xið Þ ¼
Ni�1

ki�1

 !
xki�1

i 1�xið Þ
Ni�ki :

(3) has four trivial fixed points: xn

1 ¼ 0,xn

2 ¼ 0; xn

1 ¼ 0,xn

2 ¼ 1;
xn

1 ¼ 1,xn

2 ¼ 0; and xn

1 ¼ 1,xn

2 ¼ 1. We start by analysing their
stability. Eigenvalues (li) can be computed from the characteristic
equations of (3):

If xn

1 ¼ 0,xn

2 ¼ 0 then li ¼ ðbiHjð0ÞGið0Þ�ciÞ=Wi for i¼1,2 and
ia j.
If xn

1 ¼ 1,xn

2 ¼ 0 then li ¼ �1ð Þ
i
ðbiHjðx

n

j ÞGiðx
n

i Þ�ciÞ=Wi for i¼1,2
and ia j.
If xn

1 ¼ 1,xn

2 ¼ 1 then li ¼�ðbiHjð1ÞGið1Þ�ciÞ=Wi for i¼1,2 and
ia j.

Since Hi(0)¼0 and Hi(1)¼1,Gi(0)¼0 if ki 41, Gi(0)¼1 if ki¼1.
Similarly Gi(1)¼0 except if ki¼Ni when Gið1Þ ¼ 1. Thus
1.
 The fixed point xn

1 ¼ 0,xn

2 ¼ 0 is always stable.

2.
 The fixed points xn

1 ¼ 1,xn

2 ¼ 0 and xn

2 ¼ 1,xn

1 ¼ 0 are always
unstable.
3.
 The fixed point xn

1 ¼ 1,xn

2 ¼ 1 is unstable if kioNi and stable if
ki¼Ni.

We then study the dynamics on the edges by assuming that
the frequency of cooperators in the partner population is 0 or 1. If
x2�0 then, since H2(x2)¼0, thus W ð1Þ

C oW ð1Þ
D and _x1o0 for every

x1A(0,1). Similarly if x1�0 then _x2o0 if x2A(0,1). When x2�1
then H2(x2)¼1, thus the system becomes a one species public
goods game: if 1ok1oN1 then two internal equilibria exist if
G1(k1�1)/(N1�1)4c1/b1, in the _x1 subsystem and these internal
fixed points are given by the solutions of

G1 xn

1

� �
¼ c1=b1 ð4Þ

If k1¼1 or k1¼N1 then G1 x1ð Þ ¼ 1�x1ð Þ
N1�1 or G1 x1ð Þ ¼ xN1�1

1

respectively, thus (4) is always satisfied for a unique xn

1A 0,1ð Þ.
The same approach gives the fixed points of subsystem _x2 if x1�1.
Consequently we have other (at most four) fixed points that
satisfy either xn

2 ¼ 1,G1 xn

1

� �
¼ c1=b1 or xn

1 ¼ 1,G2 xn

2

� �
¼ c2=b2. The

eigenvalues of these fixed points are the following:

lðiÞ1 ¼
1

Wi

ðci�biHjðx
n

j ÞGið1ÞÞ

lðiÞ2 ¼
xn

j
ð1�xn

j
Þ

Wj

bjG
0

jðx
n

j Þ
ð5Þ

with i¼1,2 and j¼1,2 (ia j). These fixed points are stable only if
G0jðx

n

j Þo0 and Gi(1)a0. As we have shown above the latter is true
only if ki¼Ni, the former is true unless kj¼Nj.

We then analyse the zero-clines of the inner part of the phase
space (0o x1, x2o1). _x1 ¼ 0 in (0,1) is defined by

b1H2 x2ð ÞG1 x1ð Þ�c1 ¼ 0: ð6Þ



Fig. A1. Stability of the higher fixed point by Dulac’s criterion. See Fig. 2.

Parameters used si-N, b1¼3, b2¼4, c1¼c2¼0.1, N1¼12, k1¼5, N2¼10, k2¼4,

W0¼10. The ABCD rectangle defines the region S used to test the stability of

xnn

1 ,xnn

2

� �
by Dulac’s Criterion.
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Similarly _x2 ¼ 0 in (0,1) leads to

b2H1 x1ð ÞG2 x2ð Þ�c2 ¼ 0 ð7Þ

Finally, we analyse the stability of the inner fixed points. The
nontrivial fixed points in (0,1) are the solutions of (6) and (7).
Since G1 and G2 are polynomials generally there are no closed
solutions of (6) and (7). The local asymptotic stability of a fixed
point is determined by characteristic equations of (3), that is

xn

1
1�xn

1ð Þ
W1

b1H2 xn

2

� �
G01 xn

1

� �
�l xn

1
1�xn

1ð Þ
W1

b1H02 xn

2

� �
G1 xn

1

� �
xn

2
1�xn

2ð Þ
W2

b2H01 xn

1

� �
G2 xn

2

� � xn

2
1�xn

2ð Þ
W2

b2H1 xn

1

� �
G02 xn

2

� �
�l

�������
�������¼ 0

where xn

1,xn

2 are the fixed points of (6) and (7) and H1
0 ,H2

0 ,G1
0 ,G2
0

denote the derivatives of the functions according to x1 and x2.
Thus the eigenvalues are

l7 ¼
g1H2 xn

2ð ÞG
0

1 xn

1ð Þþg2H1 xn

1ð ÞG
0

2 xn

2ð Þ
2

7

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g1H2 xn

2

� �
G01 xn

1

� �
�g2H1 xn

1

� �
G02 xn

2

� �
Þ
2
þ4g1g2H01 xn

1

� �
H02 xn

2

� �
G1 xn

1

� �
G2 xn

2

� �
2

 vuut

where gi ¼ xn

i 1�xn

i

� �
=Wi

� �
bi: Since G1,G240, H1,H240 and simi-

larly H1
0 ,H2

0 40 and g1,g240 if x1,x2A(0,1), then the fixed point
can be stable (l7o0) only if G1

0 and G2
0 o0 (if one of this

derivative is positive then lþ or l� is positive as well). Assuming
that G1

0 and G2
0 o0 it is easy to show thatl7o0 if

H1
0 xn

1

� �
H2
0 xn

2

� �
G1 xn

1

� �
G2 xn

2

� �
oH1 xn

1

� �
H2 xn

2

� �
G1
0 xn

1

� �
G2
0 xn

2

� �
that is

½logH1 xn

1

� �
�0½logH2 xn

2

� �
�0o ½logG1 xn

1

� �
�0½logG2 xn

2

� �
�0 ð8Þ

There are two direct consequences of the above calculation:
If ki¼Ni then Gi

040 in xiA(0,1), thus there is no inner stable
fixed point.

If kioNi then Gi
0o0 only if xi4 ki�1ð Þ= Ni�1ð Þ, thus the stable

inner fixed points have to be greater than ki�1ð Þ= Ni�1ð Þ; if ki¼1
this restriction disappears since Gi

0o0 for every xiA(0,1).
Now we study the stability of the higher inner fixed point in

the 1okioNi case. Let us assume that there are two solutions
of (6, 7) which are the inner fixed points xn

1,xn

2

� �
and xnn

1 ,xnn

2

� �
of

(3), with xn

i oxnn

i (i¼1,2). While it is easy to show that G1
0 xn

1

� �
,

G2
0 xn

2

� �
40, and consequently xn

1,xn

2

� �
is unstable, it is not possible

to evaluate (8) for xnn

1 ,xnn

2

� �
without knowing xnn

1 ,xnn

2

� �
. Thus we

resort to the generalised Dulac’s Criterion (Allen, 2006) to show
the stability of xnn

1 ,xnn

2

� �
.

Let S be a rectangle that contains the fixed point (see Fig. A1),
delimited by the segments AD, BC, parallel to the edge x2¼1, and
AB, DC, parallel to the edge x1¼1; the distance of AD and DC from
the x1¼1 and x2¼1 edges is e (1b e 40). Let point B be in the
intersection of the areas between each nullcline and its respective
edge. Then G1

0 ,G2
0 o0 at this point (we can always find a point B

with this property since G1
0 xnn

1

� �
,G02 xnn

2

� �
o0). It follows from (3),

(6) and (7) that _x140 along AB while _x1o0 along DC; similarly
_x240 along BC and _x2o0 along AD; thus every trajectory started
within S remains in it. Then, according to Dulac’s Criterion, if
divðr x1,x2ð Þ f

!
x1,x2ð ÞÞ is not identically zero and does not change

sign in S, then (3) has no periodic orbits lying entirely in S (and
therefore the fixed point within S must be stable); f

!
x1,x2ð Þ is the

right hand side of (3) in vector form; r(x1,x2)40 in S is a
weighting function. If we choose r(x1,x2)¼1/[x1(1�x1)x2(1�x2)],
then

divðr x1,x2ð Þ f
!

x1,x2Þð Þ ¼
b1H2 x2ð Þ

x2 1�x2ð Þ
G1
0 x1ð Þþ

b2H1 x1ð Þ

x1 1�x1ð Þ
G2
0 x2ð Þ:

Since G1
0 ,G2
0 o0 in S and the other parts are positive, then

divðr x1,x2ð Þ f
!

x1,x2ð ÞÞo0 and consequently, by Dulac’s Criterion,

xnn

1 ,xnn

2

� �
is stable.
Appendix B. One species, N players, threshold PGG

From (6) and (7) the nontrivial fixed points are determined by

b1H2 xn

2

� �
�c1 ¼ 0

b2xn

1G2 xn

2

� �
�c2 ¼ 0

ð9Þ

Since H2(x2) is a monotonously increasing function with
domain and codomain [0,1], thus H�1

2 exists and there is a unique
xn

2 where the first relation in (9) is valid, thus xn

2 ¼H�1
2 c1=b1

� �
.

Consequently a unique xn

1 ¼ c2=½b2G2 xn

2

� �
� exist in (0, 1), if

c2=½b2G2 xn

2

� �
�o1. Using relation (8) it is easy to see that this

fixed point is always unstable.
Again, according to the general analysis above we have

another fixed points as the solutions of xn

1 ¼ 1 and
b2G2 xn

2

� �
�c2 ¼ 0. Since G2(x2) is a polynomial, there are at most

two solution for the second equations, xðuÞn2 oxðsÞn2 , where
G02ðx

ðuÞn
2 Þ40,G02ðx

ðsÞn
2 Þo0. According to (5) and knowing that

G1(1)¼H2(1)¼1, it is clear that the xn

1 ¼ 1,xðsÞn2 fixed point is
stable, while the xn

1 ¼ 1,xðuÞn2 is unstable (Fig. 1d, Fig. 2d). The
solution can be approximated (Archetti and Scheuring, 2011) to

xðsÞn2 ¼ xðmÞ2 þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2xðmÞ2 1�xðmÞ2

� 	
N2�1

1�
c2

b2G2 xðmÞ2

� 	
2
4

3
5

vuuut ð10Þ

with xðmÞ2 ¼(k2�1)/(N2�1) if k2,N2b1.
Appendix C. Two players

When N1¼N2¼1; in this case the model becomes a 2-player
game with the following payoff matrix (payoffs to row, column)
C2
 D2
C1
 b1�c1, b2�c2
 �c1,0

D1
 0,�c2
 0,0
This is a coordination game, usually called the Stag Hunt after
Rousseau (Skyrms, 2003). In Rapoport and Guyer’s classification of
2�2 games (Rapoport and Guyer, 1966) it is game 61 (Phylum N,
Class E, Subclass P, Order D0, Genus c); in Robinson and Goforth’s
topology (Robinson and Goforth, 2005) it is game g322. Mutual
cooperation C1C2 is Pareto-superior to defection D1D2, and both
D1D2 and C1C2 are superior to lack of coordination (C1D2 or D1C2). It
is well known that this game has two equilibria in pure strategies
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(C1C2 and D1D2). This can be seen if we consider that the game is
actually a special case of our general model with Hi(xi)¼xi, and
Gi(xi)¼1. Thus, beside the trivial fixed points, the solution of (6) and
(7) determines one inner fixed point: xn

1 ¼ c2=b2,xn

2 ¼ c1=b1: Accord-
ing to (8), this fixed point is unstable, while according to (3)
xn

1 ¼ xn

2 ¼ 0 and xn

1 ¼ xn

2 ¼ 1 are stable (Fig. 2e).
Appendix D. Punishment

Defectors of species l pay a cost (due to sanctions the host
applies to them) dl, while cooperators do not suffer any additional
cost. We assume that all hosts are punishers (at the same time)
and ignore the problem of non-punishing free-riders. The fit-
nesses of a cooperator and of a defector in species l,m¼1,2, are
respectively (with lam)

W ðlÞ
C ¼W ðlÞ

0 þblHm xmð Þ
XNl�1

j ¼ 0

f j,Nl�1 xlð Þbl-m jþ1ð Þ�cl

W ðlÞ
D ¼W ðlÞ

0 þblHm xmð Þ
XNl�1

j ¼ 0

f j,Nl�1 xlð Þbl-mðjÞ�dl

ð11Þ

If dlocl we obtain our general model without punishment
simply by rescaling cl; in this case punishing defectors does not
make any difference. If dl4cl instead, we have a negative net cost
cn

l ¼ cl�dl; in this case, substituting the fitness functions (11) into
(2), the replication dynamics of species l becomes

_xl ¼ xl 1�xlð Þ blHm xmð Þ
XNl�1

j ¼ 0

f j,Nl�1 xlð Þ bl-m jþ1ð Þ�bl-mðjÞ
� �

þdl�cl

2
4

3
5
ð12Þ

Since bl-m(j) is strictly monotonously increasing and
Hm(xm),f j,Nl�1 xlð ÞZ0, then

Hm xmð Þ
XNl�1

j ¼ 0

f j,Nl�1 xlð Þ bl-m jþ1ð Þ�bl-mðjÞ
� �

Z0

for every xl, xmA[0,1]. Consequently if dl4cl then _xl40, thus
xl-xn

l ¼ 1 is the only stable fixed point of the dynamics. Introducing
a sanction dl4cl therefore makes the game one of no conflict, in
which cooperators go to fixation. As we have shown in the previous
sections, however, punishment (dl4cl) is necessary to maintain
mutualism only in the special case of the NPD (linear benefits).
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